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“94 Seconds of New Mozart”: Mozart Week 2021
Mozart Week (Mozartwoche), like many events during the
COVID pandemic, was different this year. Customarily, the
Mozarteum Foundation’s annual celebration of Mozart’s life
and works includes multiple live performances, lectures,
hands-on activities at Salzburg’s museums, and an in-person gathering of representatives from Mozart societies from
around the globe. This year the concerts and the Mozart
Communities gathering took place online. Despite current
challenges, Mozart Week included uplifting performances
and an energizing exchange of information.
The highlight of the week was the world premiere of newly
discovered music by Mozart. Scholars at the Mozarteum
Foundation and four additional experts have confirmed the
seventy measures are in Mozart’s hand. It is the first major discovery of previously unknown music by the composer in over
eighty years: “94 seconds of new Mozart!,” as the Mozarteum’s
publicity declared. The manuscript comes from the collection
of Aloys Fuchs (who we know received documents from Mozart’s son Franz Xaver) and appears to be from early 1773.
You can watch a short documentary about the discovery
and hear pianist Seong-Jin Cho perform the piece, on the
Mozarteum’s website: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
9cYWRhlHo9I&feature=youtu.be
Deutsche Grammophon has posted a version with English subtitles on its website: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vmxZVMU1Gpg
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You can also view a full-length piano recital by Cho and
two other performances from Mozart Week 2021—a wonderful recital of Mozart’s songs and a performance by the Vienna
Philharmonic—on the subscription service Medici.tv.
Paul Corneilson and I represented the MSA at the Mozart
Communities gathering on January 30, 2021. Representatives
from societies in Japan, China, Canada, Brazil, Paraguay,
and various countries in Europe attended. The morning included a report by Ulrich Leisinger, the Head of Research at
the Mozarteum Foundation, about the newly discovered Mozart autograph (K. 626b/16). It definitely is in Mozart’s hand,
but evidence suggests it may be a keyboard transcription of a
work for larger forces. Leisinger also reported on the acquisition in late 2020 of three important Mozart family letters
from the estate of artist Maurice Sendak. These include the
famous letter that Mozart wrote to his father in 1787 when he
learned Leopold was seriously ill, discussed below by Steven
Machtinger. Leisinger disclosed that close study of the original has revealed slight differences from transcribed versions
of the letter. A facsimile of the original is now available.
Many representatives gave brief reports about their societies’ activities in 2020. The Mozart Society of China, for
example, founded in 2019, is translating the Mozart family
letters and other resources into Chinese. With the help of
the Mozarteum, they held a public exhibition that simulated
Mozart’s home through paintings, scores, and photographs.
The exhibit received substantial press coverage and was very
well attended by visitors from all over the country. Despite
continued on page 2
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continued from page 1
the pandemic, the Mozart Society of Switzerland held a performance competition online that drew over ninety young
performers from thirty-five countries. On behalf of the MSA,
I reported on our successful online panel “Talking About
Race and Gender in The Magic Flute” and the joint conference with the American Bach Society. Paul and I invited our
fellow Mozart supporters to join us in Salzburg in 2022.
The general manager of the Foundation, Tobias Debuch,
shared that it had been a hard year for the organization. He
revealed that Mozart’s birthplace museum had never been
closed for such an extensive period of time, not even during
World War II. A newly completed concert hall ideal for
chamber music has remained closed as well. On the bright
side, now that we have grown more accustomed to interacting online, he and Mozart Communities coordinator Marina
Corlianò Nahi plan to explore how to harness technology
to foster more cooperative projects between the Mozarteum
and societies like ours. He closed his remarks with “Light is
stronger and will win in the end.”
The discovery of new music by Mozart certainly brought
joy to the delegates in an otherwise dark year. The words of
the artistic director of Mozartwoche, tenor and arts advocate
Rolando Villazón, captured the feelings of many: “Mozart’s
music brings us solace in difficult times and is the shining
light that lets us look forward to the time when audiences
and performers will be able to meet again.”
—Laurel E. Zeiss, Vice-President of the MSA
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News of Members
Bruce Alan Brown published his article “Opera in France,
Italy, and on the Moon, as Viewed by a Frenchman, Financier,
and Philosophe,” in Gluck-Studien, vol. 8, ed. Daniel Brandenburg (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2020), 9–33.
L. Poundie Burstein has recently published Journeys
Through Galant Expositions (Oxford University Press, 2020).
This book reexamines eighteenth-century discussions of
musical form by writers such as Riepel, Koch, Galeazzi, and
Neubauer, and applies their concepts to the analysis of a
number of the early works by Mozart, as well to compositions
by many of his contemporaries. https://global.oup.com/us/
companion.websites/9780190083991/book/
Dexter Edge and David Black have added several documents to their online collection Mozart: New Documents
(see https://sites.google.com/site/mozartdocuments/news).
The latest additions all shed light on Mozart’s first visit to
Italy (1770–1771) and include an article-length commentary
on a letter of recommendation written by Count Firmian,
Mozart’s primary patron in Milan.
Sarah Eyerly has been awarded the Heizer Award from
the American Society for Ethnohistory for her co-authored
article and digital project, “Singing Box 331: Re-Sounding
Eighteenth-Century Mohican Hymns from the Moravian
Archives,” The William and Mary Quarterly 76 (2019), 649–
96. Her article also received the Cappon Award as the best
article in the Quarterly for 2019.
Adeline Mueller’s book Mozart and the Mediation of
Childhood will be published later this year by the University
of Chicago Press in its series “New Material Histories of Music.” An abstract is available on the press’s website.
John Platoff ’s article “Sarti’s Fra i due litiganti and Opera
in Vienna” appeared in the Fall 2020 issue of the Journal of
the American Musicological Society.
John A. Rice wrote liner notes for the CD of Salieri’s
Tarare, performed by Les Talens Lyriques under the direction
of Christophe Rousset and issued by Aparté in 2019.
Beverly Wilcox is a panelist and speaker in a series of
public Zoom seminars on French music copyists’ workshops
up to about 1730. For the schedule and to register to attend
upcoming sessions contact seminaire.copistes@gmail.com.

One of the Mozarteum’s New Acquisitions
Steven N. Machtinger
Breaking news about Mozart scholarship is not an everyday
occurrence, so it was a special day in November 2020 when
the Mozarteum Foundation in Salzburg announced that it
had acquired the original holographs of three letters written
by Mozart in his own hand.1 The most important of these
was Mozart’s last letter to his father, dated April 4, 1787, in
which he attempted to console the ailing Leopold by saying
that death is the true goal of our lives. Death, he wrote, is our
“true best friend” and “the key to our true happiness.” Virtually all of Mozart’s biographers have commented on these
statements and endeavored to explain their meaning in the
context of Mozart’s relationship with his father and his philosophy of life.
The Mozarteum’s press release noted that high quality facsimiles of the letters were available for purchase. A copy of the
April 4, 1787 letter arrived a few weeks later in a handsome
package that included a lengthy explanatory essay by Ulrich
Leisinger, the Mozarteum’s Director of Research. Because
Leisinger’s essay, printed in German, English and French,
bears the Mozarteum’s imprimatur, it seems worthwhile to
review what he said, particularly about the manuscript’s authenticity, originality, and provenance.
Leisinger states that “serious doubts” raised by Wolfgang
Hildesheimer about its authenticity are now settled. This
statement is mistaken on two counts. First, Hildesheimer
never questioned the authenticity of this letter. In his discussion of the letter in his 1977 Mozart biography, he compared
its tone to that of an unauthenticated letter that Mozart supposedly wrote to Lorenzo Da Ponte in September 1791. In the
unauthenticated letter to Da Ponte, Mozart supposedly expressed his regret over the prospect of his impending demise.
Hildesheimer commented that the message of this letter was
the opposite of what Mozart wrote to his father. “To be honest,” Hildesheimer wrote, “it is regrettable that its authenticity
is in doubt.”2 This comment referred to the purported letter
of September 1791, not the letter of April 4, 1787.
In any event, any doubt about the authenticity of Mozart’s
letter should have been settled by 1981, when the original
manuscript, then owned by Maurice Sendak, was displayed
for all to see at a public exhibition at the Morgan Library in
New York.3
Leisinger raises the question of the “possible sources of inspiration” of Mozart’s letter but states that “a keyword search
of the central images leads to the surprising result that Mozart’s thoughts are as original as they are deep.” It is surpris-

Title page of the first edition of Moses Mendelssohn’s Phädon, decorated with a bust of Homer. The original, full title: Phaedon oder
über die Unsterblichkeit der Seele in drey Gesprächen (Phaedon or
On the Immortality of the Soul in Three Dialogues). Staats- und
Stadtbibliothek, Augsburg.

ing that a keyword search did not lead immediately to Moses
Mendelssohn’s Phädon, published in 1767.
The key words in Mozart’s letter are Endzweck (ultimate
purpose) and Glückseligkeit (happiness, blessedness, or felicity). Endzweck appears twenty times in the Phädon; Glückseligkeit appears over thirty-five times.4 In his letter, Mozart
says that death is “the true and ultimate purpose of our life”;
the Phädon calls death “the true goal” of our life. Mozart says
that death is “not terrifying”; the Phädon says “death is never
terrifying to true philosophers.” Mozart says that death is the
key to our “true blessedness”; the Phädon says the afterlife
rewards us with “everlasting blessedness.” The Mozarteum’s
essay states that “[no] obvious models can be identified” for
Mozart’s position that “death . . . is the true ultimate destina-
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tion of our life” or for the idea that death is “the key to our
blessedness.” A closer examination of the Phädon would have
revealed an obvious model in plain sight.
Leisinger also discounts the possible influence of Mozart’s
involvement with Freemasonry. While acknowledging the
significance of the Masonic symbol Mozart affixed to the
letter next to his signature, he asserts that “it would, nevertheless, be overly hasty to reduce this letter to an expression
of Masonic ideals. Freemasonry as a covenant of friendship
(rather than a religion) is grounded in the present and, therefore, the idea of death as the true ultimate destination of human life could perhaps pass as an individual interpretation
but does not reflect a Masonic ideal.”
Friendship and brotherhood are indeed fundamental to
Freemasonry, but a calm acceptance of death was also a core
Masonic ideal. When a candidate was initiated into the Third
Degree as a Master Mason, his initiation ceremony was thoroughly dominated by the prospect of his future death. In an
initiation ceremony in Prague that was probably similar to
the one undertaken in Vienna by Mozart and his father,5 the
candidate is blindfolded, struck in the forehead three times,
placed in a coffin, covered with a bloody cloth, and then lifted
up as though reborn. He is told that “[o]ur whole life is only
a journey toward death,” and “[t]he journey toward death
is a journey to the goal of our perfection.” These statements
become, in Mozart’s letter, “Death is the true and ultimate
purpose of our life.” In the ceremony, death is described as “a
messenger of happiness”; Mozart in his letter says that death
is the key to our happiness. The ritual invokes the need to
overcome the “terror” of death; Mozart writes that death’s image “holds nothing terrifying for me anymore.” The Masonic
initiate is told, “The thought of death is a consolation to the
suffering”; Mozart writes that death “holds much that is . . .
consoling.” In the initiation ceremony, death brings happiness to “the friend of suffering humanity”; in his letter, Mozart calls death “this true, best friend of humankind.” In light
of these parallel messages and phrases, we could be sure, even
before seeing the Masonic symbol on the original letter, that
the teachings of Freemasonry influenced what Mozart wrote
to his father.
Leisinger notes that the manuscript of the letter had been
owned by Maurice Sendak, who died in 2012. It is well known,
as mentioned in the essay, that Sendak virtually worshipped
Mozart, that he collected his original letters, and that he said,
in an interview with Bill Moyers, “I know that if there’s a
purpose for life, it was for me to hear Mozart.”6 But his next
sentence in the interview is less well known: “Or if I walk in
the woods and I see an animal, the purpose of my life was to
see that animal.” Taken together, these two sentences seem
to be describing Sendak’s sense that he was able to transcend
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all distractions and immerse himself completely in a particular exalted moment. We know that Mozart not only had the
same ability but could apply it to his operas, as in the famous
trio in Così fan tutte when he transformed the comedy of a
bogus military draft into a sublime farewell of transcendent
beauty.
Sendak also shared with Mozart an extraordinary ability
to empathize with his characters. He transformed children’s
literature by embracing their fears and anxieties and depicting their rebelliousness. In his most famous book, the mischievous Max, having been sent to his room for misbehaving,
escapes in his imagination to the place where the wild things
are. Unafraid of the wild things, Max tames them and they
make him their king.7 Was Sendak aware that when Mozart
was a child, his imagination took him in a similar direction?
Mozart’s sister recalled that during their long journeys together, Wolfgang “would think out a kingdom for himself
as we travelled from one place to another, and this he called
the Kingdom of Back . . . He was the King of this land—and
this notion became so rooted within him, and he carried it
so far, that our servant, who could draw a little, had to make
a chart of it, and he would dictate the names of the cities,
market-towns and villages to him.”8
In Sendak’s final installment of the trilogy that included
Where the Wild Things Are (the second book was In the Night
Kitchen), a baby girl is kidnapped by goblins and carried
off to faraway caves. Her sister Ida, who should have been
watching her more carefully, goes out to rescue her. When
she finds and confronts the goblins, she tames them by playing her magic horn, then hugs the baby tight and finds their
way home along a “stream that curled like a path along the
broad meadow . . .”9 Across the stream, in a cottage behind
which we see a shepherd leading his flock, Sendak has drawn
Mozart seated at his clavier, probably playing a pastoral
composition in F major to conclude the troubling story on a
soothing and consoling note.
Sendak knew his idol well. It is fitting that through these
acquisitions the Mozarteum has acknowledged and solidified the link between these two immortal artists.

Steven N. Machtinger is a violist and lawyer whose research has focused on Mozart’s
music in the context of the Enlightenment.
A graduate of Harvard College and a former student of the legendary violist Lillian
Fuchs, he has given lecture-performances
about Mozart and his times at the Commonwealth Club of
California and Humanities West, and has given lectures at

the MSA presentations “Mozart and the Promise of Opera,”
at the 2014 Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln Center, and
“Mozart the Wunderkind in Context,” at the 2018 Annual
Meeting of the American Society for Eighteenth-Century
Studies. His article “Mozart, Mendelssohn, and Metaphysics”
was recently published in Acta Musicologica, the journal of
the International Musicological Society.
notes
1.	 The Mozarteum announced the acquisitions in this press release: https://mozarteum.at/en/news/?newsId=three-new-mozart-letters-in-salzburg.
2.	 Wolfgang Hildesheimer, Mozart, trans. Marion Faber (London:
J.M. Dent, 1977/1982), 195.
3.	 John Russell, “Art: Sendak and Friends at the Morgan Library,”
The New York Times, September 4, 1981, Section C, Page 17,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/09/04/arts/art-sendak-andfriends-at-the-morgan-library.html.

Call for Papers: Mozart and
Salzburg
Mozart Society of America and Society for
Eighteenth-Century Music
Joint Conference in Salzburg, May 26–29, 2022
In a letter to Abbé Joseph Bullinger, written on August 7, 1778
from Paris, Mozart states bluntly, “Salzburg is no place for
my talent!” He goes on to enumerate all the ways that he felt
Salzburg was inadequate: the court musicians don’t have a
good reputation; there is no theater or opera; there are no
singers; the orchestra is “rich in what is useless and unnecessary—and very poor in what is essential”; there is not even a
decent kapellmeister. Nevertheless, Mozart spent most of his
first twenty-five years composing and playing in the Salzburg
court orchestra and at the cathedral. Of course he was supposed to resume his duties in Salzburg after visiting Vienna
in the spring of 1781, but he only returned to his hometown
for a few months in 1783.
This international conference will explore all aspects of
Mozart and Salzburg, including Wolfgang’s early education
and travel, especially to the nearby court at Munich; the music of Leopold Mozart, Michael Haydn, Giacomo Rust, as
well as the other singers and instrumentalists at the Salzburg
court; traveling opera troupes, especially Emanuel Schikaneder’s residence in Salzburg in 1780; and finally the works
that Mozart wrote for Salzburg: his chamber music and sere-

4.	 Steven N. Machtinger, “Mozart, Mendelssohn, and Metaphysics,” Acta Musicologica 92/1 (2020), 51, notes 6 and 8.
5.	 Excerpts from a 1791 ceremony at the Zu den drei gekrönten
Säulen (Three Crowned Pillars) lodge in Prague are quoted and
discussed by Volkmar Braunbehrens in Mozart in Vienna 17811791, trans. Timothy Bell (New York: HarperCollins, 1991), 23031. Additional quotations from the ceremony are taken from a
facsimile of the original manuscript obtained from the Vienna
State Archives.
6.	 “Maurice Sendak, Where the Wild Things Are,” https://www.
pbs.org/now/arts/sendak.html (2004).
7.	 Maurice Sendak, Where the Wild Things Are (New York:
HarperCollins, 1963).
8.	 “Memoirs of Mozart’s Sister,” published in the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, Leipzig, January 22, 1800, quoted in Otto Erich
Deutsch, Mozart: A Documentary Biography, trans. Eric Blom
et al. (London: Simon & Schuster, 1990), 493.
9.	 Maurice Sendak, Outside Over There (London: Penguin Random House, 1981).

nades, symphonies and concertos, masses and other church
music, and operas. All relevant topics will be considered,
though priority will be given to the theme of the conference.
Topics should be proposed in abstracts of up to 300 words
and submitted to Paul Corneilson (pcorneilson@packhum.
org) no later than September 1, 2021. Please submit two versions of the abstract, one with title and abstract only and one
with your name, address, email, phone number, institutional
affiliation or city, and AV requirements. Presentations are expected to fill 30-minute slots and should be given in English.
One need not be an MSA or SECM member in order to submit a proposal, but all speakers chosen must be members of
one of the societies by the time the conference takes place.
The Program Committee will review the proposals and select
the speakers, and will announce the program at the American Musicological Society meeting in early November.
The conference will be hosted by the International Mozarteum Foundation and will include guided tours to the
two Mozart museums, a lecture-recital with Mozart’s original instruments, and a day trip to Munich. MSA and SECM
plan to publish a conference report in collaboration with the
Mozarteum Foundation. We also expect to offer access to the
conference via the Internet for members who cannot travel
to Salzburg.
Program Committee: Paul Corneilson (chair), Dorothea
Link, Simon Keefe, Daniel Melamed, Beverly Wilcox
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Francesco Benucci as Actor
Magnus Tessing Schneider
In 1856 the German poet and music critic Johann Peter Lyser
wrote about the beginning of the supper scene in the second-act finale of Don Giovanni, written for the comic singers
Luigi Bassi and Felice Ponziani:
Unfortunately, it is not performed in Mozart’s spirit nowadays, for the Don Giovannis and Leporellos of today are
no Bassis and Lollis [recte: Ponzianis]. These played the
scene differently in each performance, sustaining an uninterrupted crossfire of improvised jokes, droll ideas and
lazzi, so that the audience was thrown into the same state
of mirth in which it was Mozart’s intention that master
and servant should appear to be on the stage. These were
the skills of the opera buffa singers of old; the modern Italian singers know as little how to do it as the Germans ever
did.1
Though written more than 150 years ago, this expression of
longing for the musical and theatrical immediacy that reigned
in the opera houses of the late eighteenth century may still
resonate with adherents of the Historically Informed Performance (HIP) movement. At least since Georg Fuchs coined
the motto “rethéâtraliser le théâtre” in 19092 the theatrical
practices of the past have, indeed, been an important source
of inspiration for theatrical reformers, and the commedia
dell’arte, with its reliance on virtuoso improvisation rather
than on written text, has appealed to many directors. Yet as
this statement by Lyser suggests, the idealization of a lost
tradition as the positive counter-image of the restrictions of
the modern stage is not a new phenomenon. Opera buffa—
which may be considered the heir of the commedia dell’arte
in the second half of the eighteenth century—even served as
an unattainable ideal among some of the German Romantics
who reacted against the respect for the letter rather than the
spirit of the score, and against the emphasis on psychological
introspection rather than on the free playfulness of the Carnival spirit.
The singers for whom Mozart wrote, however, would
surely have been offended if their spectators had associated
them with the commedia dell’arte, since their contemporaries mostly praised them for avoiding what they saw as the
vulgarity of that tradition. But what was it then that characterized these performers? In order to help identify their
theatrical ideals, I will turn to Francesco Benucci, the most
celebrated male singer of opera buffa in the last decades of the
eighteenth century.
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Francesco Benucci. Stipple engraving by Friedrich John after a
painting by Joseph Dorffmeister. Wikimedia Commons.

Benucci was born in Livorno around 1745 and apparently
made his operatic debut in that city in 1768. He retired from
the stage around 1800 and died in Florence in 1824, but
during the three decades that his career lasted virtually every important composer of opera buffa wrote roles for him:
Sarti, Traetta, Cimarosa, Paisiello, Salieri, Martín y Soler,
Mozart and many others whose names have now sunk into
obscurity. Among the thirty or so roles Benucci created, the
conceited nobleman Count Robinson in Cimarosa’s Il matrimonio segreto was one of his most admired portrayals. When
Luigi Bassi, the original Don Giovanni, dared to sing the role
in Vienna in 1809, fourteen years after Benucci had left, one
critic wrote: “Herr Bassi’s good acting could not prevent one
from remembering with a sigh the incomparable Benucci
who combined masterly acting with an excellent voice.”3
If Benucci’s contemporaries remembered him mostly for
his Count Robinson, however, he has gone down in history
for the part he played in the creation of Mozart’s comic operas. A particular favorite of Emperor Joseph II, Benucci was
for twelve years the mainstay of the Italian opera company
in Vienna. Just a few weeks after the company had debuted,
in Easter 1783, Mozart wrote to his father that the “Italian
opera buffa has now started again and pleases greatly. The
buffo is particularly good; his name is Benucci.”4 Both the two

Francesco Benucci and Nancy Storace. Silhouettes by Hieronymus Löschenkohl, 1786.
Wikimedia Commons.

aborted operas Mozart began writing in this and the following years, L’oca del Cairo and Lo sposo deluso, were probably
conceived with Benucci in mind; in 1786 Benucci created the
title role in Le nozze di Figaro; in 1788, for the Viennese premiere of Don Giovanni, Mozart wrote the so-called “Razor
Duet,” “Per queste tue manine,” as an insertion for Benucci
and Luisa Laschi-Mombelli, who sang Leporello and Zerlina;
and in 1790 he wrote the role of Guglielmo in Così fan tutte
for him.
We know almost nothing about Benucci’s performances in
these operas. But according to the Irish tenor Michael Kelly,
who created the roles of Basilio and Don Curzio in Figaro, the
success of that opera was partly due to Benucci:
Figaro’s song, “Non più andrai, farfallone amoroso,” Bennuci [sic] gave, with the greatest animation and power of
voice.
I was standing close to Mozart, who, sotto voce, was repeating, Bravo! Bravo! Bennuci; and when Bennuci came
to the fine passage, “Cherubino, alla vittoria, alla gloria
militar,” which he gave out with Stentorian lungs, the effect was electricity itself, for the whole of the performers
on the stage, and those in the orchestra, as if actuated by
one feeling of delight, vociferated Bravo! Bravo! Maestro. Viva, viva, grande Mozart. Those in the orchestra I
thought would never have ceased applauding, by beating
the bows of their violins against the music desks. The little
man [i.e. Mozart] acknowledged, by repeated obeisances,
this thanks for the distinguished mark of enthusiastic applause bestowed upon him.5

This is the only known first-hand account of Benucci’s portrayal of Figaro, but when Luigi Bassi (who sang Count Almaviva under Mozart’s direction in Prague the following
year) sang Figaro in Vienna in 1807, over twenty years later,
he pleased the local audience “due to the mischievousness,
urbanity, humor and ideal content that he laid down in Figaro’s character,” as one critic observed.6 Perhaps the portrayal
by the two original Mozart buffi would not have been markedly different.
This leads to the question of what qualities inspired some
of the greatest composers of the age to write some of their
best-known operas for Benucci. Dorothea Link, who has surveyed all the operas written for him and published a selection
of his arias by composers other than Mozart, has focused on
what has been called his “vocal profile,” i.e., his range and
preferred tessitura, but also on specific vocal gestures that
were designed to showcase his vocal and musical strengths.7 I
am more interested in Benucci as an actor, however, and will
therefore look at what may be gathered from contemporary
reports about him as a stage performer.
In November 1782, when the emperor was on the lookout
for Italian singers for his new buffa company, the poet Giambattista Casti described Benucci as follows in a letter to the
Austrian Prince Kaunitz: “rich vocal timbre, most excellent
singer: the most graceful buffo known to me, without vulgarity and poor taste, but with elegance and intelligence.”8
And after the singer’s debut in Vienna the following year, a
critic wrote: “the acting … of the buffo is so natural that he is
regarded as the best ever seen here.”9 In 1790 another critic
wrote: “In the Italian company there is only Benucci – previously there was [also] Mandini – who knows how to elevate
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the plot with his acting and singing. If he had Fischer’s voice,
then he would be peerless.”10 In 1793 a third critic reflected
the anti-Italian sentiments that had now begun to flourish:
Benucci, one of the premier buffos in opera buffa, combines
unaffected, excellent acting with an exceptionally round,
beautiful, and full bass voice. He is as much a complete
singer as a choice actor. He has a rare habit that few Italian
singers share: he never exaggerates. Even when he brings
his acting to the highest extremes, he maintains propriety
and secure limits, which hold him back from absurd, vulgar comedy. I like him particularly in the opera Il matrimonio segreto. He acts and sings the role of the Count in a
masterly fashion. I wouldn’t have believed that, in spite of
being a comedian, he nonetheless still manages to portray
Axur by Salieri in a rather serious manner.11
In the same year, Giuseppe Voltiggi, an Italian writer living
in Vienna, wrote a pamphlet about the opera company that
has escaped the attention of scholars, but in which he used
Benucci as an example in his defense of Italian actors:
One must understand in regard to the Italian buffo that,
strictly speaking, he is simply a musical actor [comico musico] who, though burlesque, playful, and facetious, is also
accustomed to teach and delight. For eleven years we have
seen here one Benucci from Livorno—with his unattainable finesse and comical naturalness, and accompanied by
his big, clear, strong and melodious bass voice that fills
and shakes the theater—extract the ridiculousness from
his characters and from the small circumstances of his
subject, in which he perfectly engages, and present this ridiculousness with decorum in its true and natural likeness
in every accent, in every gesture, in every glance, in every
movement to the attentive and cultivated spectator who,
without ever being satiated, beholds it, enjoys it, applauds
it, and celebrates it throughout.
Voltiggi then highlights eleven of the roles that “this most
judicious Proteus” had sung in Vienna, in operas by Salieri,
Sarti, Paisiello, Guglielmi, Martín y Soler and Cimarosa (including Il matrimonio segreto), but none of his three Mozart
roles, probably reflecting many Italians’ reserved attitude towards the German composer.12
These contemporary reports are valuable for indicating
the standards according to which Benucci was regarded as
the greatest buffo in Europe. Apart from mentioning the fact
that his voice was remarkable for its richness of timbre rather
than for its volume (though contemporaries tended to differ
on that point), critics referred—if we sum up—to the deco-
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rum, taste, gracefulness, elegance, finesse, intelligence, and
naturalness of his acting. He was praised for elevating the
plots of the operas in which he appeared (and which were not
all of great literary merit), for avoiding the vulgarity and exaggerated antics of low farce, and for his ability to teach and
delight the cultivated audience by drawing out the ridiculous
sides of his characters. It is also noteworthy that he was described as a “Proteus,” i.e., as an actor who would transform
himself into his character, and that he was convincing as the
villainous tyrant Axur in Salieri and Da Ponte’s Axur re d’Ormus, which was unusual for a buffo and suggests that he was
able to strike a balance between the comic and the serious.
The reports show that Benucci acted in accordance with
the enlightened theatrical reforms of the mid-eighteenth
century, which had been initiated, among others, by Diderot
and Beaumarchais in France and by Lessing in Germany.
Striving for a theater that could serve as a model for a more
enlightened society, these influential playwrights and theorists believed that drama should appeal to human sympathy
and recognition rather than merely to the wit and rational
faculties of the audience, for which reason satire and caricature were excluded. In the name of naturalness, the watertight boundaries that the Aristotelian classicists of the
seventeenth and earlier eighteenth centuries had erected between comedy and farce on the one hand and tragedy and
heroic drama on the other were partially breached, as were
the boundaries between the traditional types of roles: a tragic
protagonist was no longer necessarily of royal descent, but
could be the son or daughter of the bourgeoisie, which characters had till now only appeared as lovers in comedy; and a
servant was no longer simply a comical servant, but could be
a more rounded character who might appeal to the sensibilities of the spectators. The Molièresque comedy of character
gradually gave way to the enlightened comedy of manners
that aimed to expose the absurd and prejudicial structures of
society and therefore centered more on the interaction between characters. The concept of “decorum,” which for the
Aristotelian classicists had a primarily social meaning—the
princes, the lovers, and the servants should behave on stage
in accordance with their class—now acquired aesthetic and
moral significance: in the enlightened theater, it was no longer a breach of decorum to represent a servant as a character
of bourgeois sensibilities, rather than grotesque, caricatured
and thereby ugly and repulsive. In the name of the Good, the
True and the Beautiful, all characters were at the same time
individualized and idealized, “taste,” “grace,” and “elegance”
becoming universal terms of praise. The new standard of acting was encapsulated in the concept of intelligently applied
“finesse” (alternatively known as “shading” or “nuance”) in
which the performer revealed the character’s relation to the

other characters by means of vocal inflection, facial expression, or other forms of visual acting.
One person who deplored the demise of this theatrical
aesthetic in the nineteenth century was the novelist Caroline
Pichler, a former acquaintance of Mozart’s, who in the 1830s
wrote an essay about “the characters in contemporary novels
and dramas,” in which she complained about the influence
on the German theater by contemporary French comedies,
probably especially those by Eugène Scribe, the inventor of
the “well-made play” (also known as the principal librettist of
the Parisian genre of grand opera). She remembered fondly
the theater of her childhood. The “elevated comedy” of the
late eighteenth century
preferred to deal with a more correct development of the
emotions and with the psychologically true representation
of the driving forces in the human souls of misguided,
foolish, or ignoble characters who thereby caused comical or blameworthy aberrations or imbroglios. These ridiculous and faulty characters always appeared, however,
alongside worthy and estimable characters who served as
their foil. There were also plays in which the ridiculous
and the faulty appeared in noble souls, which often made
them the more interesting. Who does not remember—at
least by tradition—Der gutherzige Murrkopf (Le bourru
bienfaisant), which we also saw performed as an opera,
and here in Vienna performed with great artistry by the
famous comedian Benucci;13 or the misanthropic colonel
in Der Fähndrich who finds the missing silver spoon in his
own pocket;14 or the soldierly stiff yet so kind-hearted Paul
Werner in Minna von Barnhelm? But in which contemporary plays do we find noble characters like Tellheim,15 Major Selting in Der Ring,16 etc.? It would not be difficult but
exhausting to expand the list of such examples. Anyone
who knows the theater could name more such that might
occur to him, and anyone who wishes to be impartial will
remember the quiet pleasure with which he has seen the
actions of these images of a nobler mankind, these estimable if sometimes weak, these noble if humorous or exaggerated characters, how he felt pleasantly stimulated, and
how he even felt pleasure in the echoes after he had left
the theater.17
What Pichler longed for was the late Enlightenment theater of the 1780s, but it is remarkable that she highlights
Benucci’s portrayal of Farramondo, the title role of Da Ponte
and Martín y Soler’s Il burbero di buon cuore from 1786, as
a model example of this type of comic character. It is also
remarkable that she mentions Benucci’s performance alongside characters created by two of the most prominent Ger-

man playwrights whose works were performed in Vienna at
the time, Lessing and Friedrich Ludwig Schröder. The latter
was not only a playwright but also one of the most prominent
German actors performing in Vienna in the 1780s, to whom
Benucci was sometimes compared. In August 1783, about
four months after his arrival in Vienna, Benucci sang Bartolo
in the local premiere of Paisiello’s Il barbiere di Siviglia, in the
same month that Schröder, at the same theater, played Bartolo in a German-language performance of Beaumarchais’
comedy on which the opera was based. The emperor wrote
to his theater manager Count Orsini-Rosenberg after having
seen the operatic version, saying that the singers “truly exceeded what we had hoped in their acting, above all Benucci
who in certain moments has copied and almost grazed [frisé]
Schröder.”18
The similarities between Schröder and Benucci may have
given rise to the general opinion that the critic Johann Baptist von Alxinger expressed ten years later, when he asked
rhetorically whether even such acclaimed buffi as Stefano
Mandini and Benucci had not first become excellent actors in
Vienna.19 The idea that the German-speaking world was the
fountainhead of all good acting had gained momentum in the
years after the French Revolution, with its resulting upsurge
in German nationalism that accompanied anti-Habsburg,
and hence anti-Italian, sentiments. Italian acting became associated with exaggeration, grimaces, lazzi, vulgar jests and
clichéd and sketchy characterization, in short as lacking in
taste, refinement and psychological appropriateness, which
were regarded as the hallmarks of German acting. This prevalent negative attitude towards Italian actors—according to
which the greatest praise one could bestow on them was to
say that they acted like Germans—incensed Voltiggi, the Italian observer in Vienna, who reacted against Alxinger’s “prejudices” regarding Benucci and Mandini in his 1793 pamphlet:
Whoever has a good memory will remember that Benucci in the first opera [in Vienna], La scuola de’ gelosi, and
Mandini in the second one, Fra i due litiganti20 were from
the beginning that which they always were afterwards. He
will know that Italians are actors, singers, and musicians
by nature; that Italy has had comedies, tragedies, opera
and theater for three hundred years…; that Italian acting
is, in the gestures, the movements, the postures, the groupings, the face, the arms, the feet, the gait, the turmoil, and
the corresponding declamation, quite different from all
foreign acting and entirely analogous to the customs of the
nation where the aforementioned singers and actors can
very well have perfected themselves by virtue of their own
gifts, art and practice, but never by imitating foreigners.
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Voltiggi then turns to the well-known portrayals of Bartolo
in The Barber of Seville, of which the emperor had written
that Benucci “in certain moments” had copied Schröder so
closely that he “almost grazed” him. Voltiggi wrote, however,
that in these productions one observed “no small difference
between the acting of the famous comedian Schröder and
that of the opera singer Benucci. Joseph II, that most sensible
emperor who, as a great lover and connoisseur of acting and
singing, almost never missed a performance, obviously had
this to say after having seen the two celebrated competitors:
‘the former imitated nature marvelously, while in the latter
that same nature was at work, and Benucci surpassed himself.’”21 There need not be a contradiction between the emperor’s two observations: Benucci could have copied certain
details of Schröder’s portrayal even if his overall approach
differed. The difference between imitating nature and embodying nature might correspond to the famous distinction
between the “cold” and the “warm” actor that Diderot had
drawn in his Parodoxe sur le comédien less than ten years
before the two Viennese Barbers of Seville. As with Mozart’s
Figaro, a hint of how Benucci may have acted Paisiello’s Bartolo may be found in a review of Luigi Bassi’s portrayal of
the same role—albeit in Francesco Morlacchi’s rather than
Giovanni Paisiello’s setting of Petrosellini’s libretto—in Dresden in 1816. The critic especially praised “the natural and true
way he knew how to implement the Spanish demeanour and
solemnity alongside the general affections of jealousy, irascibility etc.: a truly artistic problem, nobly solved.”22 The problem clearly consisted in portraying the character as ridiculous and faulty and, simultaneously, as natural and noble, to
use Caroline Pichler’s terms.
Although the German critics and pamphleteers of the
post-Revolutionary period were loath to admit it, both the
late eighteenth-century buffo tradition to which Benucci and
Bassi belonged and the Lessing tradition to which Schröder
belonged had received their most important impulses from
French theater, and hence it is interesting to note that Benucci had little success when, in 1789, he performed in London,
which was less exposed to French influence. The Italian impresario in London, Giovanni Andrea Gallini, wrote to Earl
Cowper in Florence that the current taste of the Londoners
“runs more in favor of strong Base voices, than a finer or
clearer sort. For instance, Benucci did not please much yet
Morelli and Taschi succeeded.”23 The critic of the London
Morning Post thus probably represented the general opinion
when observing that “Benucci, the new buffo, possesses a tolerable person, a very good voice, and considerable judgment.
His voice is, however, not so good as Morelli’s, nor has he
so much humor as that performer, but Benucci is more of a
gentleman, and is a better musician.”24 While the emphasis
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on strong voices at the expense of taste, finesse and musicianship could be due to the fact that London operagoers were
probably less generally familiar with the Italian language than
the Viennese—Vienna being, after all, the de facto capital of
a great part of Italy—the emphasis on humor and physical
appearance at the expense of gentlemanly demeanour may be
due to the fact that satire and caricature were still central to
the English comedy tradition, while these had become terms
of abuse after the reforms on the continent.
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Robert H. Spaethling (1927–2020)
Robert H. Spaethling, a professor of German literature whose
English translation of Mozart’s letters created a vivid, individualistic portrait of the composer, died on June 28, 2020,
at his home in Larkspur, California, at the age of ninety-two.
Spaethling was born on July 30, 1927 in the Bavarian town
of Weißenstadt, where, according to his publishers, the local
dialect resembled that of Mozart’s Salzburg. After attending
the Universities of Regensburg and Würzburg, he moved to
California in 1952 and earned a B.A., an M.A. and a Ph.D. in
German literature at the University of California, Berkeley. In
1959, he accepted a position as an instructor at Harvard University and moved with his wife Ellen to Cambridge, Massachusetts, where they raised their three children. He was
promoted to assistant professor and associate professor at
Harvard and also taught at Williams College and the University of California, San Diego. From 1971 until his retirement
in 1990, he served in various academic and administrative capacities at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, including
as Professor of German, Provost and Vice Chancellor. Every
year at UMass Boston, an outstanding Honors College graduate is acknowledged through the award of the Robert H.
Spaethling Prize.
Mozart permanently entered Spaethling’s life during an
outdoor concert near a baroque castle in Germany. As Spaethling later described it, “I don’t remember the program, but
the sound of Mozart’s music wafting through that summer
night was so affirmative, so reassuring, so healing (I was still
smarting from the effects of World War Two), it impacted me
for the rest of my life. I did not pursue a career in music (I
became a Germanist instead), but Mozart became a life-long
friend and often my favorite subject in teaching and writing.”
In 1987, Spaethling’s monograph Music and Mozart in the
Life of Goethe was published by Camden House as one of its
Studies in German Literature, Linguistics, and Culture. In
this study Spaethling explored the tradition encapsulated by
the maxim “Mozart’s Don Giovanni is the Faust of the senses;
Goethe’s Faust is the Don Giovanni of the intellect.” He also
analyzed Goethe’s unfinished attempt to write a sequel to
Die Zauberflöte. Spaethling wrote that mediation and reconciliation “are the basis and common ground of Goethe’s
and Mozart’s Classical language, and they are the nourishing
ground for their fundamental humanism. Their language and
humanism, their forms of reconciliation, radiate with undiminished strength into our own unharmonious, technological age.”
In his Mozart/Goethe study, Spaethling used Emily Anderson’s classic translation for his quotations from Mozart’s
letters. He was dissatisfied with Anderson’s translation, how-
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Robert H. Spaethling, ca. 1968. Photo: Special Collections and University Archives, University of Massachusetts Amherst Libraries

ever, because, as he later put it, “Anderson sought to render
Mozart’s letters into ‘impeccable’ English; Mozart wrote
anything but ‘impeccable’ German and, therefore, sounds
much more eloquent and literate in Anderson’s English than
in his native tongue. In fact, Anderson’s version has Mozart
sounding more like his father than himself.” Upon his retirement from academia in 1990, Spaethling set out to create a
translation of his own. Ten years later, his Mozart’s Letters,
Mozart’s Life, was published by W.W. Norton in New York
and by Faber & Faber in London. The book provided translations of about two-thirds of Mozart’s letters and was interspersed with annotations, commentaries and introductions
for biographical context. The book was praised for its sensitive and individualistic portrait of the composer and for
shedding valuable light on Mozart’s verbal gifts. A review by
The Guardian, entitled “Trazom Gnaflow in his own words,”
called it a “welcome new translation and edition [that] helps
restore the correspondence to its original colour and spirit.”
Mozart continued to fascinate Spaethling, particularly, as
he put it, “Mozart the individual, in relation to his music.” In
2013, at the age of eighty-six, he self-published a book called
The Story of Mozart as Reflected in his Letters. It was a labor
of love, written for himself and his friends, in which he expanded on the comments that were included in his acclaimed
translation. An example: “Mozart’s musical brain, it appears,
was like a magical palace with many rooms, all well lit and
all decorated in different styles, and he had the gift to move
with ease through the entire palace and feel comfortable in
each room.”
I had the pleasure and privilege of knowing Bob during
the final years of his life. His love of teaching and of Mozart
never abated. Whenever I arrived at his door, he would greet
me with a giant bear hug and usher me into the kitchen for a
breakfast of Ellen’s German pancakes, after which we would
go into his study for a long talk about our mutual friend.
—Steven N. Machtinger

Book Reviews

Milada Jonášová and Tomislav Volek,
eds. Tre opere su Don Giovanni per
Praga: Caldara 1730—Righini 1776—
Mozart 1787. Prague: Czech Academy of Sciences, 2019.
This volume represents the proceedings
from a conference that was supposed
to take place in Český Krumlov in 2018
but had to be cancelled when multiple
participants from Austria and Germany
were unable to come. The conference
organizers then put together this volume focusing, for the most part, on the
topic of Don Giovanni in Prague. Although the title is in Italian, the book
actually contains articles in Italian, English, and German. The documentary
highlight of the volume is a facsimile
of the Italian-German libretto of the
pasticcio La pravità castigata, the first
Don Juan opera produced in Prague
by Antonio Denzio in 1730. The essays
that precede the facsimile are insightful and full of stimulating research, but
for the most part, they do not touch on
Denzio’s work at all. Several of them

are English translations of the authors’
previous publications, which will surely
be of great interest to anglophone
readers.
This is the case with Milada Jonášová’s
essay “A Previously Unknown Letter
of Bedřich Smetana, Concerning the
Tradition of Performing Mozart’s Don
Giovanni in Prague,” the German version of which was published in Mozart
Studien in 2008. The essay is based on
Jonášová’s discovery of several letters
between Bedřich Smetana and Johann
Bernhard Gugler, director of the Polytechnic Institute in Stuttgart, a friend
of Eduard Mörike, a translator of Don
Giovanni into German who produced
the first critical edition of the opera
(1868). Gugler approached Smetana,
then the music director of the Czech
Provisional Theater in Prague, with several editorial questions after he learned
that the Czech opera company still used
orchestral parts from the eighteenth
century. Smetana’s responses show that
in 1868, the Czech theater still owned
parts used during the first production
of the opera in 1787 (these included
violin, double bass, oboe, clarinet, and
trombone parts).
Jonášová’s second essay, “The Period
Reception of Mozart’s Don Giovanni,”
is not a wholesale reproduction of an
earlier article but summarizes a number of her earlier publications about
manuscript copies of Don Giovanni,
created in the Prague copyist workshop of Anton Grams. It is surprising
that Jonášová overlooks earlier studies
of Prague researchers, especially Jitka
Ludvová, who has recently mapped
out the daily repertoire of the Estates
Theater between 1796 and 1815 (http://
encyklopedie.idu.cz/index.php/Histori
cký_repertoár_Stavovského_divadla_
11._9._1796_–_30._6._1815). An awareness of this resource would have prevented Jonášová from making the
incorrect claim that after the disbanding of Prague’s Italian company, “local

theaters ceased to stage the challenging-to-perform Don Giovanni, before
the piece was reincorporated in the repertoire in 1813, under the tenure of Carl
Maria von Weber.” The Estates Theater,
under the direction of Johann Carl
Liebich, in fact produced Don Giovanni
in German on November 8, 1807, a few
months after the demise of the Italian
opera.
The second previously published
essay of the collection is Manfred Hermann Schmid’s “The Duet in Mozart’s
Operas,” which appeared, in German,
in Mozart Studien in 2018. Schmid provides a helpful overview of the duets not
only in Mozart’s stage works, but also in
three of his masses. Schmid points out
that the basis for the structure of all Mozart’s duets was the seria love duet. He
provides an overview of these love duets, among which he counts those in the
German works, including the third-act
duet for Belmonte and Konstanze from
Die Entführung aus dem Serail, which
he calls “the greatest love duet of [Mozart’s] lifetime.” In the second part of
the article, Schmid shows how Mozart
was able to tweak the basic structure of
the seria love duet to achieve enormous
dramaturgical variety: duets for couples
that are mismatched for various reasons, such as the two seduction duets
in Così fan tutte; opera buffa duets that
are not love duets although they involve
pairs of lovers, such as the opening two
duets of Le nozze di Figaro; “harmonious” duets for non-lovers in opera
buffa and seria, such as the “Canzonetta
sull’aria” from Le nozze di Figaro, and in
singspiel, such as “Bei Männern, welche
Liebe fühlen” from Die Zauberflöte; and
finally comical duets of conflict, such as
“Ich gehe, doch rate ich dir” from Die
Entführung.
Tomislav Volek’s contributions to the
volume begin with an introductory essay, “Don Giovannis Jahrhunderte lange
Reise,” a basic overview of theatrical
and operatic treatments of the Don Juan
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story in Spain, Italy, France, and Bohemia prior to Mozart’s Don Giovanni.
Volek’s second essay is an introduction
to an excerpt from the 1973 dissertation
“Ensembles as Building Blocks of the
Musical and Dramatic Structure of Mozart’s Don Giovanni,” by Rudolf Jedlička,
who was not only a musicologist but
also a famous baritone. Jedlička began
his career at Prague’s National Theater
in 1949 and became one of the most
sought-after Don Giovanni interpreters
of the 1950s–1970s. The excerpt from
Jedlička’s dissertation shows an interest in long-range, organic unity in the
music of Don Giovanni. In the excerpt,
Jedlička traces several musical motives
that appear in multiple numbers of the
opera, including the descending chromatic tetrachord that Mozart uses in
“Fin ch’han dal vino,” in the first-act introduction, where Jedlička (and Volek)
mistakenly ascribe it to the vocal line of
Donna Elvira, instead of Donna Anna,
and in Quartet No. 9 (“Non ti fidar, o
misera”). The most fascinating part of
the article is the documentary material
from Jedlička’s estate, which includes
photographs of the singer in Mozart
roles, posters from his performances,
and a contract from the Czechoslovak
Theater Agency regarding Jedlička’s
1958 Don Giovanni performance in
East Berlin’s State Opera.
The volume also features two Italian
essays. The first, “Aspettando il Don
Giovanni di Mozart–Da Ponte,” by Luciano Paesani, compares three versions
of Nunziato Porta’s libretto for the opera Il convitato di pietra by Vincenzo
Righini, published in Prague (1776),
Vienna (1777), and Eszterháza (1781).
In the second essay, “Il dissoluto punito
ossia Don Giovanni Tenorio di Ramón
Carnicer (Barcellona, 1822)—Omaggio
a Mozart o ingenuità storica?,” Jürgen
Maehder explores the Don Giovanni
opera by Spanish composer Ramón
Carnicer and the late arrival of Mozart’s
Don Giovanni in Spain (first produced
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in Madrid in 1834 and in Barcelona in
1849).
—Martin Nedbal

Jan Blüml and Jana Spáčilová, eds. Carl
Ditters von Dittersdorf: Kontexty a
perspektivy [Carl Ditters von Dittersdorf: Contexts and Perspectives].
Special issue of Musicologica Olomucensia 30 (December 2019).
This collection of essays, most of which
are in Czech, is partially based on a
one-day conference organized in Olomouc in 2019 to commemorate Dittersdorf ’s double anniversary (280 years
since birth and 220 years since death).
The organizers of the conference also
wanted to commemorate Rudolf Zuber
(1912–1995) and Oldřich Pulkert (1929–
2016), two prominent Czech Dittersdorf
scholars of the past. As Jana Spáčilová
points out in her editorial, moreover,
Czech musicology is still struggling
with several basic questions concerning
Dittersdorf, including whether his first
name should be spelled Carl or Karl,
what the true scope of his musical output is, and what his influence was on
music in the Czech lands.
Petr Koukal’s article “Dittersdorf
jako člověk” (“Dittersdorf as a Person”) brings together a large number of
documents to illustrate the composer’s
personal character. Some of these documents, mostly from the Silesian Archive in Opava, are previously unpublished. For example, Koukal illustrates
Dittersdorf ’s aesthetic thought about
comic opera with a quotation from a
1789 manuscript draft of his petition
requesting permission to travel to Berlin, in which the composer claims that
his new opera Hieronymus Knicker is
“durchaus komisch aber nicht niedrig komisch und während des ganzen
Stückes hat das Zwerchfell kein Interval auch nur von 4 Minuten” (comic

throughout, but not low comic, and
during the whole work the diaphragm
never has four minutes’ rest” [i.e., the
audience laughs at least once every four
minutes]).
For English-speaking scholars, the
most interesting part of the article is
Koukal’s critical stance toward some
of the points in Ian Woodfield’s 2019
book Cabals and Satires. Koukal focuses the most on Woodfield’s discussion of Dittersdorf ’s opera Die Hochzeit
des Figaro, which premiered in Brno in
1789. Woodfield devoted a whole chapter to the speculation that the opera was
a satire of Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro,
and that the depiction of Cherubino in
the libretto set by Dittersdorf was a parody of Mozart himself. This parodistic
attitude was connected, according to
Woodfield, to Dittersdorf ’s inimical and
competitive relationship with Mozart in
the operatic world of Vienna. In contrast to Woodfield’s argument, Koukal
provides a more historically grounded
and plausible explanation for why Dittersdorf decided to write an opera for
Brno. He explains that Dittersdorf had
no reason to feel enmity with Mozart.
Instead, the Brno Figaro may have been
a result of Dittersdorf ’s search for new
financially lucrative opera commissions
after Joseph II disbanded the German
opera ensemble in Vienna, for which
Dittersdorf had earlier written his extremely successful singspiels. Koukal
points out that through the Brno production, Dittersdorf may have been
trying to impress Baron von Kaschnitz,
to whom Joseph II transferred administrative control of the estates of PrinceBishop Schaffgotsch, where Dittersdorf
was employed, in 1785. As the administrator of the imperial estates, Kaschnitz
had his seat in Brno, and he was also the
administrator of the city’s theater. Dittersdorf ’s Figaro was possibly a means
through which the composer wanted
to demonstrate his abilities to his new
supervisor.

Marc Niubo’s article “Carl Ditters
von Dittersdorf. Poznámky k tematickému katalogu a zpracování v SHK
(in memoriam Oldřich Pulkert)” (“Carl
Ditters von Dittersdorf. Notes on the
Thematic Catalogue and the General
Music Catalogue of the Czech Republic”) focuses on two important resources
for a general overview of Dittersdorf ’s
output. The first is the General Music
Catalogue of the Czech Republic, a card
catalogue located in Prague’s National
Library, which contains a large number of Dittersdorf ’s works not listed
in RISM. The second is the unfinished
manuscript of a thematic catalogue of
Dittersdorf ’s works by the Czech musicologist Oldřich Pulkert.
The following three articles discuss
previously overlooked collections of
Dittersdorf ’s scores in the Bohemian
lands. Jana Spáčilová’s article “Vztah
Carla Ditterse k Olomouci” (“Carl Dittersdorf ’s Relationship to Olomouc”)
discusses Dittersdorf ’s compositions in
the repertoire of Olomouc’s churches
and theaters, and Dittersdorf ’s compositions preserved in the archives of Kroměříž. Markéta Haničáková presents a
fascinating study of the municipal theater in Freudenthal/Bruntál in Austrian
Silesia, which produced more than 100
theater performances between 1795 and
1806. Haničáková shows not only that
Dittersdorf ’s operas were particularly
popular in Bruntál, but also that the
company was able to perform highly de-

manding works, including Mozart’s Die
Zauberflöte in 1801. She also points out
that several of Dittersdorf ’s scores from
the Bruntál theater are preserved in the
Central Archive of the Teutonic Knights
in Vienna. Financial documents from
that archive also provide detailed information about the attendance at individual performances and daily expenses
of the theater. Martin Voříšek’s article
“Dittersovy skladby ve schwarzenberské hudební sbírce a v hudebním životě
knížecího dvora” (“Ditters’s Compositions in the Schwarzenberg Musical
Collection and in the Music Life of the
Princely Court”) focuses on 50 compositions by Dittersdorf preserved in the
castle in Český Krumlov.
The next two articles deal with the
reception of Dittersdorf ’s music outside the Czech lands. Jana Franková’s
article “Instrumentální tvorba Carla
Ditterse von Dittersdorfa u pařížských
nakladatelů” (“Carl Ditters von Dittersdorf ’s Instrumental Music and
Parisian Publishers”) shows that Dittersdorf ’s compositions appeared and
became most prominent in Parisian
prints in the 1760s, the time when the
composer worked in Vienna, and that
it was Dittersdorf ’s contacts with Viennese musicians and sponsors that
made the composer’s contact with Paris
possible. Agnieszka Drożdżewska’s article “Recent State of Research on the
Life and Work of Carl Ditters von Dittersdorf in Poland” presents a valuable

English-language overview of Polish
musicologists’ works from the past two
decades. Drożdżewska summarizes the
findings of multiple projects, dissertations, and publications that have unearthed a number of Dittersdorf ’s sacred, operatic, and symphonic pieces in
Polish and Ukrainian archives.
The last two articles in the volume
turn to Dittersdorf ’s lesser-known contemporaries. Whereas Marek Čermák
explores the biography of Anton Neumann (1721–1776), a composer, violinist, and eventually also the music director of Olomouc cathedral, Václav Kapsa
explores the biography of Johann Georg
Orsler (around 1698–1777), composer
and violinist from Silesia, who was also
active in Moravia, Prague, and Vienna.
The Olomouc collection of Dittersdorf essays, like the Prague collection
of Mozart essays reviewed above, are
filled with stimulating viewpoints and
newly uncovered facts that reflect the
vibrancy of musicological studies of
eighteenth-century music in Central
Europe. One of the most interesting
aspects of both volumes is that Central
European musicologists are less and
less bound by state and national borders created in the twentieth century,
which allows them to explore the transnational musical culture of this region
with ever greater acuity.
—Martin Nedbal
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Salzburg by night. The Mozart Society of America and the Society for Eighteenth-Century Music will hold a joint conference in the city of Mozart’s birth in May 2022. For the call for papers see page 5. Photo by Jiuguang Wang, Wikimedia
Commons.

Milada Jonášová and Tomislav Volek, the Czech Republic’s leading Mozart scholars, edited the book
reviewed on pages 13–14. Photo by Mona Martinů.
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